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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Cognitive impairment is frequent among patients with mild traumatic brain injury despite the absence
of detectable damage on conventional MR imaging. In this study, the quantitative MR imaging techniques DTI, DKI, and ASL were used to
measure changes in the structure and function in the thalamus and WM of patients with MTBI during a short follow-up period, to
determine whether these techniques can be used to investigate relationships with cognitive performance and to predict outcome.

MATERIALS ANDMETHODS: Twenty patients with MTBI and 16 controls underwent MR imaging at 3T and a neuropsychological battery
designed to yield measures for attention, concentration, executive functioning, memory, learning, and information processing. MK, FA,
MD, and CBFweremeasured in the thalamus by using region-of-interest analysis and inWMby using tract-based spatial statistics. Analyses
were performed comparing regional imaging measures of subject groups and the results of testing of their associations with neuropsy-
chological performance.

RESULTS: Patients with MTBI exhibited significant differences from controls for DTI, DKI, and ASL measures in the thalamus and various
WM regions both within 1 month after injury and�9 months after injury. At baseline, DTI and DKI measures in the thalamus and various
WM regions were significantly associated with performance in different neuropsychological domains, and cognitive impairment was
significantly associated with MK in the thalamus and FA in optic radiations.

CONCLUSIONS: Combined application of DTI, DKI, and ASL to study MTBI might be useful for investigating dynamic changes in the
thalamus andWM as well as cognitive impairment during a short follow-up period, though the small number of patients examined did not
predict outcome.

ABBREVIATIONS: ASL� arterial spin-labeling; DKI� diffusional kurtosis imaging; FA� fractional anisotropy; MD�mean diffusivity; MK�mean kurtosis; MTBI�
mild traumatic brain injury

Mild traumatic brain injury is one of the most significant

public health problems in the United States. Each year ap-

proximately 1.1 million cases are reported, of which �30% expe-

rience long-term cognitive impairment and �20% are unable to

resume work, resulting in �$17 billion in economic cost.1 Early

medical and rehabilitative intervention may reduce chronic se-

quelae, but it is difficult to identify high-risk patients since diag-

nostic testing is suboptimal for predicting outcome2 and both CT

and conventional MR imaging usually fail to detect any evidence

of brain damage.3 Nevertheless, most pathologic models of MTBI

assume that diffuse axonal injury in WM is present but cannot be

resolved by using standard clinical imaging.3 In addition, it has

been suggested that the thalamus may be an important further

site of injury, though its role has remained largely

underinvestigated.4-15

Recent MR imaging studies of MTBI have demonstrated that

DTI can detect microscopic tissue damage, grade its severity,

and provide markers that may be capable of predicting out-

come.2,7,9,10,16,17 More recently, our group has used DTI in com-

bination with DKI18-20 in a cross-sectional study of patients with

MTBI.7 Unlike DTI, which assumes that water diffusion has a
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Gaussian displacement probability distribution and is useful in

assessing the magnitude of diffusion, DKI measures how much

the diffusion displacement probability distribution departs from

a Gaussian form and is useful in assessing intravoxel diffusional

heterogeneity, which is an indicator of complexity. Results dem-

onstrated that DTI and DKI provided different and complemen-

tary information to supply a more sensitive and specific marker

for tissue damage, which might also be capable of predicting

outcome.

Some recent studies conducting functional investigations of

MTBI have also reported impairment of perfusion and have dem-

onstrated that changes in CBF might play a role in the develop-

ment of posttraumatic morbidity and may provide prognostic

makers for clinical outcome.4,6,12-14 In a previous cross-sectional

study,6 we applied segmented true fast imaging with steady-

state precession ASL21 to the investigation of patients with MTBI,

a newly developed MR imaging technique that uses blood water

as an endogenous freely diffusible tracer that can provide CBF

measurements in the thalamus and deep gray matter while ex-

cluding susceptibility artifacts commonly associated with these

regions in other similar approaches to data acquisition. Results

demonstrated that in patients with MTBI, CBF in the thalamus

was decreased and was associated with neuropsychological

performance.

The aims of this study were the following: 1) to investigate

whether DTI, DKI, and ASL can detect disease-related tissue

changes during a short follow-up period in the thalamus, deep

gray matter, and WM of patients with MTBI; 2) to investigate the

dynamics of structural and functional changes triggered by brain

injury in the thalamus, deep gray matter, and WM of patients with

MTBI; and 3) to investigate whether DTI, DKI, and ASL baseline

measures can predict cognitive outcome in patients with MTBI.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Twenty consecutive patients with MTBI (16 men, 4 women;

mean age, 34.8 � 10.7 years; mean formal education, 15.2 �

1.87 years) were prospectively recruited for a baseline visit within

1 month after injury and were classified with MTBI by using di-

agnostic criteria developed by the Mild Traumatic Brain Injury

Interdisciplinary Special Interest Group of the American Con-

gress of Rehabilitation Medicine.22,23 Enrollment was permitted

only in cases in which there were no other history of brain damage

or disorders of the central nervous system, no history of systemic

illness, and no history of alcoholism or drug dependency. Ten

patients (8 men, 2 women; mean age, 37.8 � 9.3 years; mean

formal education, 14.5 � 1.9 years) returned for follow-up visits

�9 months after the baseline visit since this period is close to the

end of a stage in which sustained spontaneous recovery of cogni-

tive function is expected.23,24 Ten patients (8 men, 2 women;

mean age, 32.9 � 11.6 years; mean formal education, 15.8 � 1.7

years) did not return for follow-up visits since of moving to a

different state or unwillingness to participate. Patients underwent

the same MR imaging protocol and clinical assessment at both

baseline (mean interval after injury, 22.1 � 15.4 days; range, 5–54

days) and follow-up visits (mean interval after baseline visit,

369.6 � 112.1 days; range, 238 –584 days). Sixteen healthy con-

trols matched with patients according to sex, age, and formal ed-

ucation (13 men, 3 women; mean age, 35.1 � 11.9 years; mean

formal education, 16.6 � 1.9 years) underwent the same MR im-

aging protocols and clinical assessment as patients at both base-

line and follow-up visits in a single session. Approval for the study

was obtained from the Institutional Review Board of the

New York University School of Medicine, and all participants

provided informed written consent.

Clinical Assessment
Clinical assessment was conducted on the same day that subjects

underwent MR imaging and was administered by a psychologist

blinded to imaging results. Postconcussive symptoms were as-

sessed by using the Postconcussive Severity Scale.25 Cognitive

impairment was assessed by using the neuropsychological battery

discussed in the On-line Supplement, Section 1, which was de-

signed to yield measures for attention, concentration, executive

functioning, memory, learning, and information processing. Re-

sults from each test were converted to z scores by using published

norms, for easier comparison between subject groups, with higher

indices indicative of better performance. Patients who scored

at or below the fifth percentile (�1.6 SDs below the normative

mean) on �2 tests compared with controls were categorized as

cognitively impaired.26 Depression, anxiety, and fatigue were

also assessed by using the Beck Anxiety Inventory,27 the Beck

Depression Inventory,28 and the Fatigue Severity Scale,29 respec-

tively. Quality of life was assessed by using the Satisfaction with

Life Scale.30

Image Acquisition
MR imaging was performed in all subjects by using a 3T Mag-

netom Tim Trio whole-body scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Ger-

many) with a 12-channel head matrix coil and the sequence pro-

tocol discussed in the On-line Supplement, Section 2. Images

from all sequences were evaluated by a neuroradiologist and an-

alyzed for structural abnormalities, including microinfarcts and

gliotic spots in the region of the small penetrating arteries and

arterioles.

Data Processing and Analysis
Data processing and analysis are discussed in the On-line Supple-

ment, Section 3. Deep gray matter data analysis was performed by

using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland)

software with manually drawn ROIs, and WM data analysis was

performed by using the fMRI of the Brain Software Library

(http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) with the tract-based spatial sta-

tistics package.31

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis is discussed in the On-line Supplement, Section

4. All P values reported were 2-sided, adjusted for numeric cova-

riates, and declared statistically significant only with P � .05.

While P values reported were not adjusted for multiple compari-

sons, explicit mention has been made with regard to results that

would have remained statistically significant after Bonferroni

correction.
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RESULTS
Patient demographics and clinical data are summarized in the

Table. Conventional MR imaging scans showed the presence of

left temporal lobe encephalomalacia in 1 of the 20 patients at both

baseline and follow-up visits, while no abnormalities were ob-

served in any of the controls. Seventeen patients at baseline visit

had an emergency department Glasgow Coma Scale score of 15,

and 3 had a score of 14, while all 10 patients at follow-up visit had

a score of 15. All patients had postconcussive symptoms such as

headache, photophobia, nausea, dizziness, fatigue, memory defi-

cits, and sleep disturbances except 7 patients at baseline visit and 6

patients at follow-up visit who reported a complete recovery at the

time they were studied.

Clinical assessment results for the mean and SDs of neuropsy-

chological battery z scores obtained from the control and patient

groups, as well as cases in which they demonstrated significant

differences, are shown in the On-line Table. Ten of the 20 patients

were deemed cognitively impaired at baseline visit (50%), and 3 of

these among the 10 patients who returned remained cognitively

impaired at the follow-up visit (30%). For patients at baseline

visit, most cognitive impairment was found in the domains of

executive functioning (25%), memory and learning (30%), and

information processing (30%); and for patients at follow-up visit,

most cognitive impairment was found in the domains of memory

and learning (30%) and information processing (20%). Com-

pared with controls, patients at baseline visit also showed signifi-

cantly higher scores in the Postconcussive Severity Scale (P � .03)

as well as the Beck Anxiety Inventory (P � .03) and the Beck

Depression Inventory (P � .02), while patients at follow-up visit

only showed significantly higher scores in the Beck Depression

Inventory (P � .04).

Examples of MK, FA, MD, and CBF maps are shown in On-

line Figs 1 and 2. Variations in measurement differed across deep

gray matter ROIs for each DTI, DKI, and ASL measure with the

coefficient of variation ranging from 2.3%–5.8% in MK, 3.5%–

10.2% in FA, 2.5%– 8.4% in MD, and 10.3%–20.4% in CBF.

Comparisons between controls and patients at both baseline

visit and follow-up in terms of DTI, DKI, and ASL measures in

the thalamus and total WM are shown in Figs 1 and 2. When

patients at baseline visit were compared with controls, they

showed significantly lower MK, FA, and CBF and higher MD in

the thalamus (MK, FA, MD, and CBF: P � .01), the internal cap-

sule (MK and FA: P � .01; MD: P � .02), the external capsule

(MK and FA: P � .01), the corpus callosum (MK and MD: P �

.01; FA: P �.01), the cingulum (MK, FA, and MD: P � .01), the

optic radiations (MK, FA, and MD: P � .01), the centrum semi-

ovale (MK and FA: P � .01; MD: P � .02), total deep gray matter

(MK and FA: P � .01; MD: P � .01), and total WM (MK, FA,

and MD: P � .01). All differences remained statistically signifi-

cant after Bonferroni correction. Patients at baseline visit also

showed significant associations among DTI, DKI, and ASL mea-

sures in the thalamus (MK and CBF: r � 0.74, P � .01; FA and

CBF: r � 0.71, P � .01) and among DTI, DKI, and ASL measures

in the thalamus and total WM (MD thalamus and MK total WM:

r � �0.56, P � .01; MD thalamus and MD total WM: r � 0.67,

P � .01; CBF thalamus and MK total WM: r � 0.55, P � .01).

When patients at follow-up visits were compared with con-

trols, they showed significantly lower MK and CBF and higher

MD in the thalamus (MK and CBF: P � .01), the corpus callosum

(MK: P � .01), the cingulum (MK: P � .01), the optic radiations

(MK: P � .02), the centrum semiovale (MK: P � .01), total deep

gray matter (MK: P � .03), and total WM (MK: P � .01; MD: P �

.03). All differences remained statistically significant after Bonfer-

roni correction except for MK in total deep gray matter and MD

in total WM. Patients at follow-up visit showed no significant

associations among DTI, DKI, and ASL measures in the thalamus

or DTI, DKI, and ASL measures in the thalamus and total WM.

When results of patients at follow-up visit were compared with

Demographics of patients with MTBI and clinical data sorted by elapsed time since injury at baseline

Patient

Age at
Baseline
(yr)/Sex

Cause of
Injury

Days since
Injury at
Baseline

GCS Score
at Baseline

T2WI Findings
at Baseline

Days since
Baseline at
Follow-Up

GCS Score
at Follow-Up

T2WI Findings
at Follow-Up

1 18/M Assault 10 15 Normal 238 15 Normal
2 20/M Assault 19 14 Normal
3 23/M Assault 18 15 Normal
4 25/M Assault 17 15 Normal
5 26/F Ped/auto 14 15 Normal
6 27/F MVA 15 15 Normal
7 28/M Fall 11 15 Normal
8 29/M Fall 13 15 Normal 394 15 Normal
9 32/M Assault 17 15 Normal 308 15 Normal
10 33/F Fall 44 15 Normal 413 15 Normal
11 36/M Sports 24 15 Normal
12 36/M Sports 25 15 Normal 351 15 Normal
13 39/M Fall 31 15 Normal
14 41/M Fall 3 15 Normal 505 15 Normal
15 41/M Fall 5 15 Normal 274 15 Normal
16 42/M Fall 5 14 Normal 384 15 Normal
17 45/F Ped/auto 55 15 Normal 584 15 Normal
18 50/M Fall 54 15 Normal
19 51/M MVA 22 14 Left temporal lobe

encephalomalacia
245 15 Left temporal lobe

encephalomalacia
20 57/M Assault 40 15 Normal

Note:—GCS indicates Glasgow Coma Scale; MVA, motor vehicle accident; Ped/auto, pedestrian struck by an automobile.
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those at their baseline visit, they showed sig-

nificantly higher FA and lower MD in the

thalamus (FA and MD: P � .01), the inter-

nal capsule (MD: P � .02), and total deep

gray matter (FA: P � .01) and higher MD in

the corpus callosum (P � .01) and total

WM (P� .01). All differences remained sta-

tistically significant after Bonferroni

correction.

When patients who were cognitively

impaired were compared with those cogni-

tively unimpaired at the baseline visit, they

showed significantly lower MK in the thala-

mus (P� .01) and FA in the optic radiations

(P � .02), which is shown in Fig 3. Only

the difference for MK in the thalamus re-

mained significant after Bonferroni correc-

tion. In addition, patients at baseline visit

showed significant associations between

DTI and DKI regional measures and neuro-

psychological z score results (MK thalamus

and Digit Span Test: r � 0.62, P � .01; MK

thalamus and Symbol Digit Modality Test:

r � 0.66, P � .01; MD external capsule and

California Learning Verbal Test Total Re-

call: r � 0.57, P � .03; MD corpus callosum

and California Learning Verbal Test Total

Recall: r � 0.54, P � .04; MK cingulum and Rey Complex Figure Test

Short-Term Recall: r � �0.57, P � .03; MK centrum semiovale and

Rey Complex Figure Test Short-Term Recall: r � �0.60, P � .02;

MK total WM and Rey Complex Figure Test Short-Term Recall: r �

�0.54, P � .04; MD total WM and California Learning Verbal Test

Total Recall: r � 0.57, P � .04).

When cognitively impaired patients were compared with cog-

nitively unimpaired patients at follow-up visit, they showed no

significant differences in DTI, DKI, and ASL regional measures.

In addition, patients at follow-up visit showed no significant as-

sociations among DTI, DKI, and ASL regional measures and neu-

ropsychological z score results.

DISCUSSION
This study shows that the combined use of DTI, DKI, and ASL

might improve the identification and characterization of regional

brain injury in patients with MTBI cross-sectionally and possibly

also longitudinally. The information provided might be useful in

understanding pathophysiology in MTBI and cognitive impair-

ment at baseline, though the small number of patients examined

did not predict outcome after a short follow-up period.

In agreement with previous DTI investigations of MTBI, pa-

tients in comparison with controls showed lower FA and higher

MD in various WM regions measured.2,7,9,10,16,17 More interest-

ing, patients also showed lower MK and CBF in the thalamus and

these regions as well as dynamic changes during a short follow-up

period. Each of these factors has been sparsely investigated.3

An exact interpretation of DTI, DKI, and ASL measures with

respect to the complex cellular architecture of neural tissue is still

under investigation and is not yet completely understood. In the

case of DTI, results from experimental animal models suggest that

a decrease in FA and an increase in MD may be related to altered

WM microstructural integrity and loss of axonal membranes and

myelin sheaths.32 In the case of DKI, a decrease in MK has been

inferred to suggest a diminution in overall diffusional heteroge-

neity associated with degenerative processes leading to neuronal

shrinkage18-20,33 and changes in axonal and myelin density.34 Re-

sults from a recent study using DKI to investigate an experimental

animal model of MTBI also found, from immunohistochemistry

analysis of brain tissue sections, that MK might be sensitive to

changes associated with reactive astrogliosis.35 In the case of ASL,

results from experimental animal models and analytic models

suggest that a decrease in CBF is related to a reduction in blood

delivered to the vascular bed.36

There is some evidence to suggest that the thalamus might play

a role in MTBI as a result of impairment,4-15 but very few studies

have explored the susceptibility of this region to structural and

functional damage during such injury. This raises an important

consideration as to whether thalamic damage in MTBI is the re-

sult of primary injury caused by immediate direct traumatic in-

sult, secondary injury caused by long-term indirect degenerative

processes related to WM, or both of these mechanisms, which do

not necessarily have to be mutually exclusive. Among the investi-

gations that have been conducted, Zhang et al15 examined pri-

mary injury in MTBI by using a computational model to test the

vulnerability of different human brain tissues and found that the

highest shear stress levels were localized to the thalamus and mid-

brain. In theory, this could result in not only structural damage to

thalamic gray matter nuclei and WM bundles but also in perfu-

sion decreases caused by either similar distress to capillaries asso-

FIG 1. Plots displaying age- and sex-adjusted means (hash marks) and standard errors (lines) for
MK, FA, MD, and CBF in the thalamus of controls, patients with MTBI at baseline visit, and
patients with MTBI at follow-up visit. When patients with MTBI are compared with controls,
they show significantly lower MK, FA, and CBF and higher MD at baseline visit (MK, FA, MD, and
CBF: P � .01) and significantly lower MK and CBF at follow-up visit (MK and CBF: P � .01). All
differences remain statistically significant after Bonferroni correction.
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ciated with the thalamoperforating arteries, for example, or a re-

duction in the need for oxygen and nutrients supplied by these

capillaries, because neurons have become functionally impaired

or have undergone apoptosis. In contrast,

Anderson et al5 examined secondary in-

jury in MTBI by using an experimental

human model and found that if a lesion

interrupts WM fibers connecting the ce-

rebral cortex and the thalamus, then tar-

get cells in both regions might undergo

apoptosis. As a corollary to this, it is pos-

sible that such damage could also lead to a

loss of control by the cerebral cortex over

perfusion and permeability of blood ves-

sels supplying the thalamus, helping to

contribute another source of secondary

injury in MTBI.37 In the current study,

the association in patients among DTI,

DKI, and ASL measures in the thalamus

and total WM suggests the presence of

secondary injury in the thalamus in

MTBI. Since, however, these were only

moderate associations and there were also

associations observed in patients among

DTI, DKI, and ASL measures in the thal-

amus, the results also suggest that, at least

in part, primary injury also occurs in the

thalamus in MTBI.

Longitudinal data presented in this

study showed that patients exhibited vari-

able changes in different brain regions for DTI, DKI, and ASL

measures with time. In some brain regions, imaging measures

improved with time, suggesting that tissue repair had occurred;

and in other brain regions, imaging measures only partially recov-

ered with time and remained significantly impaired compared

with controls, suggesting that incomplete tissue repair had oc-

curred; and in other brain regions, imaging measures worsened

with time, suggesting that further tissue damage and degeneration

had occurred.

These results are consistent with and add to findings from

previous DTI longitudinal investigations16,38 and DKI and ASL

cross-sectional investigations6,7 of MTBI, which have been few in

number.3 In the case of the thalamus, previous cross-sectional

investigations reported that compared with controls, patients

showed decreased MK, FA, and CBF and increased MD immedi-

ately following injury, which was partially or completely corrected

several weeks to months later.6,7 In the current study, it was

found in the thalamus that when patients at follow-up visit were

compared with their baseline visit, 10% showed lower MK and

50% showed lower CBF. The results in MK might suggest the

presence of degenerative processes in some patients associated

with neuronal shrinkage and changes in axonal and myelin den-

sity and inflammation marked by reactive astrogliosis. This un-

derstanding could be supported in part by the results in CBF since

such degenerative processes generally occur along with hypoxia,

which can be either a cause or effect of neuronal weakening and

destruction. In the case of WM, previous longitudinal investiga-

tions reported that compared with controls, patients showed de-

creased FA in a number of white matter regions immediately fol-

lowing injury, which were partially or completely corrected

FIG 2. Plots displaying age- and sex-adjusted means (hashmarks) and standard errors (lines) for
MK, FA, and MD in the total WM of controls, patients with MTBI at baseline visit, and patients
with MTBI at follow-up visit. When patients with MTBI are compared with controls, they show
significantly lower MK and FA and higher MD at baseline visit (MK, FA, and MD: P � .01) and
significantly lower MK at follow-up visit (P� .01). All differences remain statistically significant
after Bonferroni correction.

FIG 3. Plots displaying age, sex, and time since injury adjusted means
(hashmarks) and standard errors (lines) forMK in the thalamus and FA
in the optic radiations of controls and cognitively unimpaired pa-
tients withMTBI and cognitively impaired patients withMTBI at base-
line visit. When cognitively impaired patients with MTBI are com-
pared with cognitively unimpaired patients with MTBI, they show
significantly lower MK in the thalamus (P � .01) and FA in the optic
radiations (P � .04). Only the difference for MK in the thalamus re-
mains significant after Bonferroni correction.
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several weeks to months later.16,38 In the current study, it was

found that in total WM, when findings of patients at follow-up

visit were compared with those at their baseline visit, 33% showed

lower MK and FA and 80% showed increased MD. In addition to

the possible meaning of the results in MK previously discussed,

the results in FA and MD might suggest the presence of Wallerian

degeneration in most patients, associated with disruption, disor-

ganization, and loss of axonal membranes and myelin sheaths.

The most important finding in this study is that when cogni-

tively impaired patients were compared with cognitively unim-

paired patients at baseline visit, they showed significantly lower

MK and FA in the thalamus and optic radiations. In addition,

patients at baseline visit showed associations between MK in the

thalamus and neuropsychological performance on tests of atten-

tion, concentration, and information processing as well as associ-

ations between MK and MD in various WM regions measured

and neuropsychological performance on tests of attention, con-

centration, memory, learning, and information processing. Since

these results were observed in patients only at baseline visit and

not at follow-up visit, they might be viewed as suggesting that

repair had occurred and was consistent with the longitudinal

changes observed in DTI and DKI for various brain regions mea-

sured. Since, however, only 50% of patients at baseline exhibited

cognitive impairment, caution should be exercised in interpreting

these results because it is possible that some patients deemed cog-

nitively unimpaired may also have undetected structural and/or

functional damage that had not yet become apparent or show

associations by using the methods of this study. Nevertheless, it

appears that neuropsychological performance in MTBI might be

complex and involve global interaction among many brain re-

gions. This finding is consistent with previous studies of MTBI

which have also reported that the integrity of WM pathways in the

corpus callosum, cingulum, and frontal and temporal lobes is

associated with performance on neuropsychological tests of at-

tention, concentration, memory, learning, and information

processing.3

Unlike WM, however, the thalamus has not been widely ac-

cepted as a probable anatomic correlate for cognitive impairment

in MTBI and therefore remains largely uninvestigated with regard

to this condition.39 Despite the lack of research, there is evidence

that the thalamus might contribute to cognitive impairment in

MTBI. As the principal relay station for the brain, the thalamus

has influence over many global activities through reciprocal pro-

jections to the entire cerebral cortex and, if damaged, could pro-

duce much of the clinical nonfocalized sequelae observed in

MTBI.40 A number of investigations have reported associations

between the thalamus and neuropsychological performance in

domains such as attention, concentration, and information pro-

cessing, which are relevant to this study, for a variety of neurologic

diseases including, preliminarily, MTBI.6,7,9,10

Since it was found that in the thalamus and most WM regions

measured during the time of this study, compared with controls,

patients exhibited significantly lower MK and CBF, and tended to

normalize FA and MD, it is possible that DKI and ASL might be

detecting aspects of injury for which DTI lacks sensitivity. For

example, if neuronal recovery or degeneration is occurring, then

MK and perhaps also CBF might reflect the underlying dynamic

complexities of these processes such as subtle precursory changes

in axonal and myelin density or the presence of inflammation

marked by reactive astrogliosis, while FA and MD might reflect

either the beneficial or detrimental results of the ongoing activity

of these processes. In addition, CBF might reflect changes in vas-

cular and cellular function associated with neuronal recovery or

degeneration for which MK, FA, and MD lack sensitivity. The

ability to identify initial changes in axonal and myelin density, the

presence of reactive astrogliosis, or changes in vascular and cellu-

lar function could be extremely useful since they have the poten-

tial to be sensitive markers for diseased tissue and could play a role

in predicting clinical outcome and could help facilitate early med-

ical and rehabilitative interventions that might reduce long-term

or permanent deficits.2

A number of potential limitations can be found with this

study. One issue is the relatively small number of patients ex-

amined at baseline visit and the fact that only half returned for

follow-up visits, which detract statistical power from the conclu-

sions that can be drawn from the results, including the potential

prognostic value of the techniques used. Another issue is that

more extensive pre-examination and post-examination intervals

as well as longer-term follow-up visits are necessary to better track

the development of damage and recovery. These issues will be

addressed in subsequent studies.

CONCLUSIONS
It has been demonstrated that through the combined use of DTI,

DKI, and ASL, it is feasible to detect subtle brain tissue injury in

both the thalamus and WM of patients with MTBI at both base-

line and follow-up visits in a longitudinal study. Since patients

exhibited significant differences from controls for MK and CBF in

the thalamus and for MK, FA, and MD in various WM regions

measured at both baseline and follow-up visits and since these

measures were also associated with neuropsychological perfor-

mance at baseline, DTI, DKI, and ASL might be useful for inves-

tigating dynamic changes and cognitive impairment during a

short follow-up period, though it was not possible to predict out-

come with the small cohort examined in this study.
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